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"Dream of Stars"
Composed & performed by Jon Magnussen
Courtesy of Early Antique Music (ASCAP)

"State of Aloha I"
Composed by Jon Magnussen
Courtesy of Early Antique Music (ASCAP)

"State of Aloha II"
Composed & performed by Jon Magnussen
Courtesy of Early Antique Music (ASCAP)
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Courtesy of Early Antique Music (ASCAP)
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Composed and performed by Jon Magnussen
Courtesy of Early Antique Music (ASCAP)

“Ke Aloha O Ka Haku”
Composed by Queen Lili‘uokalani
Performed by Kawaiolaonapukanileo (in rehearsal)
Courtesy of Kawaiolaonapukanileo

“Adieu Mala’o”
Composed by: Tangaro Taupouri, Kekuhi Keli‘ikanaka‘ole
Performed by: Kekihi Keli‘ikanaka‘ole
Courtesy of The Mountain Apple Company HAWAII
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Composed by: Tangaro Taupouri, Kekuhi Keli‘ikanaka‘ole
Performed by: Kekihi Keli‘ikanaka‘ole
Courtesy of The Mountain Apple Company HAWAII
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Traditional
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“Aloha E Mama Nui E”
Composed by: Tangaro Taupouri, Kekuhi Keli‘ikanaka‘ole
Performed by: Kekuhi Kelīʻi kanakaʻole
Courtesy of The Mountain Apple Company HAWAII

“Ke Aloha O Ka Haku”
Composed by Queen Liliʻuokalani
Performed by Henry Kapono
www.kapono.com

“Kaiwaimalia”
Composed by Kanalu G.T. Young & Kevin K.J. Chang (ASCAP)
Publisher: Mr. Chang Publishing
Performed by Kupaʻaina
Copyright Kototama Productions LLC.

“Overload On Automation”
Composed by Kanalu G.T. Young & Kevin K.J. Chang (ASCAP)
Publisher: Mr. Chang Publishing
Performed by Kupaʻaina.
Available on the album Kupaʻaina Simple Island People.
Copyright 2004, Kototama Productions LLC.
www.kupaaina.com
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Composed and Performed by Makana
Courtesy of Punahoe Records
www.makanamusic.com
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Music and Performance by Makaha Sons Of Niʻihau
Album title “Hoʻoluana” 1991
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Music and Performance by Kealiʻi Reichel
Copyrighted by Kealiʻi Reichel
Album by Kamahiwa: Collection One
Courtesy of Punahoe Records
www.kealiireichel.com
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Album title “E O Mai”
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www.kealiireichel.com
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Courtesy of Firstcom
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